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Customer Reviews

Nice that the publisher is now offering both a "high" and "low" version of the Bellini songs. I have two books that were published some years ago, and most, but not all, of the selections are in mid-range.

I am currently going to be performing Bella Nice Che d’Amore , Completely love it , i think that this book is perfect for the people who just reached the Intermediate level

Everything arrived ahead of schedule! Thanks for the book!

nice songs
Deeper Voice: Get a Deeper voice Quickly, Become a Leader: Proven way to deepen your voice:(Low pitched voice, Attractive Voice, Voice Singers, Manly Voice, Charisma, Power) 15
Composizioni da Camera: High Voice COMPOSIZIONI VOCALI DA CAMERA SONGS FOR VOICE AND PIANO 15 Composizioni da Camera: Low Voice (Vocal Collection) Franz Schubert - 15
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